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Abstract 

Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) are becoming ubiquitous, and therefore their 

manufacturers realize they should become easier to work with. Since being too restrictive is one of 

the biggest complaints about these systems, users are given more and more flexibility. This results in 

having to make a lot of choices, in which the users would like assistance. A recommender system 

using the WfMS’ historic data can provide in this. 

 

This document describes the approach and requirements of such a recommender system and 

compares current approaches and systems. Also, a recommender system was created for a case-

oriented, constraint-based WfMS called the grexxboxx. Using this system it is demonstrated that a 

recommender system can offer improvements to current configurations of the grexxboxx, without 

human interference. It also demonstrates that using data from more than one data perspective 

benefits the accuracy of the recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 

This project gathers and brings into practice the knowledge needed to extend a workflow 

management system with a feature that recommends users what tasks to execute next. 

 

This chapter contains the rationalization of this project in 1.1, followed by the research goal in 

1.2, the research question in 1.3 and the approach in 1.4. 1.5 contains the outline of the rest of this 

document. 

1.1. Rationale 

In traditional workflow management systems (WfMS) processes are completely defined by the 

designers, who gather the necessary domain knowledge from the end users. These end users 

execute the processes in the order that is defined by the designers, leaving (almost) no space for 

deviation from this order. The constraint-based WfMS offers as much freedom as possible: users are 

not obliged to follow one of a few predefined sequences of tasks, but are free to choose their own 

sequence of tasks and to skip tasks, as long as no constraints are violated. This way the system is not 

restricted to a small number of explicit paths through the workflows, but there are significantly more 

possible paths workflows, that are implicitly defined by the ad hoc choices of end users. 

 

Users are given freedom to choose which tasks to execute, but too much choice creates 

confusion. This confusion could be avoided if the WfMS can offer the user advice: based on the past 

choices of users, the WfMS should become able to recommend tasks to execute next automatically. 

Since a traditional WfMS offers little choice and constraint-based WfMSs are relatively new on the 

market, mentioned feature has not been a main topic of research and is currently not supported. 

Therefore the goal of this project is to elicitate the requirements for such a recommendation feature 

and to make a sample implementation of this feature in the grexxboxx, a case-oriented, constraint-

based WfMS, to explore the accuracy of this feature. 

1.2. Research goal 

After this project, knowledge will be available that is needed to extend a WfMS with a feature 

that automatically gives users advice on what sequence of tasks to follow, based on process logs. 

This knowledge contains a description of which process log data is required, which algorithms can be 

used, how to quantify the suggestions and how human involvement should be taken into account. 

 

This knowledge will also be applied to the case oriented, constraint-based WfMS called the 

grexxboxx, which will be able to automatically give recommendations to the users of every 

installation of the grexxboxx, based on log data. 

1.3. Research question 

The research question for this thesis is the following: 

 

What is the optimal way a case-oriented workflow management system (WfMS) can be 

extended to include automatically generated recommendations for the choice of the next to be 

executed task, based on historic data? 
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Recommendation is all about gathering knowledge 

from past events and projecting that on the present and 

future. When talking about information systems, this 

belongs to the computer science branch Data Mining, 

and since it is about processes, it belongs to the sub 

branch Process Mining. Data mining projects always 

consist of three parts (Amatriain, et al., 2011): collection 

and preparation of data, information extraction (mining) 

and reporting the results. (Figure 1) 

 
Using these three parts, the following sub questions are asked to aid in answering the main 

question: 

a. What types of data can be used as input data for effective learning? 

b. Which processing methods can be used to create recommendations? 

c. Which reporting methods can be used by recommender systems? 

d. What input data and processing method(s) lead to the optimal results? 

1.4. Research approach 

To answer the abovementioned questions, the approach in Figure 2 is followed. 

 

 
Figure 2 Research approach 

 

  

 Chapter 3 

• Exploration of literature for known options for input data, processing and reporting 

• Listing options for answering sub questions a, b & c 

Chapter 4 

• Discussion of chosen options for input data, processing and reporting, answering sub  
 questions a, b & c 

• Implementation of the system 

Chapter 5 
• Test accuracy of the different options and its combinations, answering sub question d 

Chapter 6 

• Discussion of test results 

• Suggested options for optimal results, answering the main research question. 

• Discussion of possible future work 

(Gather)  
input data 

Processing Reporting 

Figure 1 The Data Mining process 
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1.5. Outline 

This chapter introduced the setting and problem of this project. In chapter 2 some background 

information on business processes and software for processes is discussed. Chapter 3 contains the 

outcomes of a literature study on recommender systems, including an analysis of several existing 

systems and approaches that have been topic of research. The implementation of a recommender 

system for a case-oriented workflow management system is presented in chapter 4. Test results of 

the implemented system can be found in chapter 5. Conclusions of this project followed by 

suggestions for future work are found in chapter 6. 
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2. Background 

To better understand this project, some background information is provided in this chapter. It 

contains general information about business processes in 2.1, information systems for these 

processes in 2.2, a notion about flexibility in these information systems in 2.3 and a description of 

such an information system, the grexxboxx, in 2.4. 

2.1. Business processes 

A business process is a set of activities that together serve a specific business goal. This goal can 

be a product or a service. One can think of the manufacturing of a car as a process, but also handling 

customer complaints and doing the salary administration.  

 

The world of (business) processes has some specific terminology, which is explained in Table 1. 

Case An instance of the process, generally one product or service, connected to 

one customer 

Case data Attributes of the case 

Domain The setting/industry of the business, like finance, manufacturing or politics. 

State Indicator of progress within a case. Traditionally only defined by the 

current activity/activities. Nowadays the current values of all the case data 

is also required to identify the current state. 

Task or activity An activity that contributes to the process, performed by a user or 

automatically. 

Transition The move between one task and the next 

Path, flow or trace A sequence of activities within a process 

Originator or actor The person or machine that performs a task 

Workflow or process 

model 

A schematic representation of a business process 

Table 1 Business process terminology 

2.2. Business information systems 

Business information systems (BIS) are ICT systems that support businesses in executing their 

business. If these businesses would like BIS to manage (part of) their processes, they need a sub 

group of BIS called Process Aware Information Systems (PAIS). In (Dumas, et al., 2005) a PAIS is 

defined to be ‘a software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people, 

applications and/or information sources on the basis of process models’. Process models are 

schematic representations of business processes that computers can process and are designed by 

combining all different paths possible that a case can take. 

 

The amount of support these systems provide varies a lot. For instance, a system that keeps track 

of customer information is a BIS that only supports tasks that require customer data, completely 

unaware of how this data is used in the business process. Introducing such a system in a business is 

normally not considered a big change, since it only affects the business at the level of tasks. On the 

other side there are PAIS like Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) that manage complete 

business processes. Systems like this can cooperate with systems that provide functionality like: 
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customer relationship management, resource management, management information, 

communication or even with other WfMSs. These other systems can of course also be PAIS. 

2.3. Flexibility in PAIS 

Processes often contain alternative tasks, a place where a choice has to be made: will we pick 

alternative one or two? In traditional workflow systems the places where the end user must decide 

are called deferred choices, but these are rarely used. Most choices are made by the system itself, 

instead of the end user. Of course the system does not choose randomly: the workflow engineer has 

instructed the system to base its decision on certain values of data. When most decisions are being 

made for them, users start to complain about the fact that they have little to say in how they work: 

users like having a choice and they do not want to contact a system expert every time that they want 

to deviate from or change the rigid workflow.  

 

This lack of flexibility in WfMS does not occur 

in another part of the PAIS spectrum, like 

groupware systems. These systems support users 

at a task-level with great flexibility, but the 

support is confined to the boundaries of that task. 

They cannot, unlike the rigid systems, aid the user 

with the execution of the workflow i.e. by keeping 

track of executed tasks, task descriptions and 

resources. The degree in which a system can aid 

with execution is called support. According to the 

Schonenberg and colleagues of there is a trade-off 

between two features of information systems, 

flexibility and support. (Schonenberg, et al., 2008) 

(Figure 3) 

 

Software houses have adapted their existing systems or develop new systems to offer both 

flexibility and support, without sacrificing the quality of their products. One of the contributions that 

adds flexibility is enabling tasks to be optional, thereby giving the end users more options to choose 

from. Other contributions are offering multiple executions of the same tasks and removing the strict 

sequencing, enabling tasks to be executed in arbitrary, undefined order. Consequence of all this 

added flexibility is that the end users are given a lot of choice about which task to execute next.  

 

Another initiative to create more flexibility in a PAIS is the constraint-based approach (Pešić, 

2010). In this approach, processes are no longer specified as states with explicit transitions between 

them, but as a set of tasks that can be enabled and disabled based on constraints. By defining the 

disallowed transitions instead of the allowed transitions, one intuitively creates more flexibility. Of 

course, the designer can - when necessary - choose to configure a lot of constraints, thereby 

recreating the original, rigid flow. 

 

To cope with all the options, the end users used to be educated in all the specifics of the process, 

enabling them to make an educated decision for the next task. In times where process specifics and 

human resources change rapidly, education is often insufficient. Using automatically generated 

Figure 3 Trade-off between flexibility and support 

(Schonenberg, et al., 2008) 
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recommendations based on how processes are executed in the past, the essential process 

knowledge is transferred to the end users, without compromising flexibility in the process. 

2.4. The grexxboxx 

The grexxboxx (Romeyn, et al., 2009) is a constraint-based WfMS produced by the company 

Grexx, that can manage complex and dynamic processes, interact with other (legacy) systems and 

accommodate a lot of resources. The grexxboxx is a SaaS solution for all scenarios. If one would 

classify the grexxboxx, it could be a case handling system or a (case oriented) WfMS, but it can just as 

well be configured to be groupware or any other type of PAIS. 

 

Key feature of importance to this project, next to the fact that it is a constraint-based system, is 

that the grexxboxx is case-oriented. Traditionally, the state of a case in a WfMS is indicated by the 

task(s) that has/have been executed for this case. The grexxboxx is called case oriented, because the 

state of a case is not identified by what tasks have been executed, but by the current values of the 

case data. This approach is considered to be much closer to reality. 

 

More information about the grexxboxx can be found in the whitepaper (Romeyn, et al., 2009) or 

at the website of its creator Grexx (http://www.grexx.net). 

  

http://www.grexx.net/
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3. In theory 

This chapter contains the results of the literature study on recommender systems.  It begins with 

an analysis of the three stages of the data mining process (see Figure 1) in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, 

followed in 3.4 by an analysis of different recommender systems/approaches by their 

implementation of the three aforementioned stages and the level of autonomy of each 

system/approach. Section 3.5 concludes this chapter about options for recommender systems. 

3.1. Possible input data options 

The most important part of data mining is of course the data. This section describes where the 

data can be found, what data is typically used, how data can be combined to increase its usefulness, 

how data can be categorized and how the data can be presented so that it can be processed in the 

next stage. 

 

Process mining is performed on data from past events. This data is stored in event logs, which 

commonly reside in flat files or database tables. (Song, et al., 2008) point out that each entry in an 

event log of  a WfMS typically contains the following information: 

 Repository reference: which process is this entry about. Often, each process keeps its 

own log making this part trivial. 

 Case reference: to which process instance the entry refers to. 

 Task (activity) reference: to which task the entry refers to. 

 Event reference: what type of event is logged: typically the start or end of a task. This can 

be combined with task reference. 

 Time: the timestamp of the log entry.  

 Participant: The actor of the task. 

Note that this is a typical event log. There are WfMS that log less (i.e. when one is not interested 

in the actor) or do not log at all. A basic event log contains all of the above, except the event 

reference and the participant.  Luckily, there are more and more WfMS that log even more extensive: 

Systems like BPMone (formerly FLOWer) and the grexxboxx keep track of every data-modification. 

Companies often use Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to quantify their performance. These KPIs are 

calculations or combinations of case data values and/or timestamps, like costs or benefits per day. 

Some KPIs only use information from basic event logs, i.e. throughput time. 

 

In (van der Aalst, et al., 2007) three perspectives from which data can be observed are 

introduced: the process perspective, organizational perspective and the case perspective.  

 The process perspective concerns the flow of a process. In process mining one is primarily 

interested in traces that can be extracted from the logs, so interesting data is the time of 

execution, and the information that can be derived from that: which task was executed 

previously, or even the whole trace until that task. Traces can be represented in different 

ways, depending on the features 

one is interested in. In 

(Schonenberg, et al., 2008) three 

so-called trace abstractions are 

mentioned to describe the 

different representations. The trace 

Trace abstraction Quantity Order 

Prefix ✓ ✓ 

Set ✗ ✗ 

Multi-set ✓ ✗ 

Prefix without duplicates ✗ ✓ 

Table 2 Trace abstractions 
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abstraction prefix describes traces where both order and quantity of task executions 

matter. For the set trace abstraction neither order nor quantity is important, it only 

keeps track whether a task is executed or not. The multi-set abstraction keeps track of 

the number of occurrences, but disregards the order of execution. A fourth abstraction 

does keep track of order but not of quantity: it disregards multiple executions of single 

tasks, effectively only keeping the first occurrence of each task. 

 The organizational perspective concerns the actors in the process: who executes which 

tasks and the information that can be derived from that, like work relations. If one 

observes actors merely as the executor of a task, it can be represented in different 

abstractions, like data in the process perspective, taking into account or disregarding 

order and/or quantity of actors involved in a certain case. 

 The case perspective is all about the cases itself: the subject of the business processes, 

represented by data values of properties, like the amount of stock options, the supplier 

or the geographical location of the customer. Or in the assembly line comparison: the 

properties of the object that is assembled. 

Worth mentioning is the interpretation of the term previous task. One can distinguish different 

interpretations: the previous task can be considered to be the last task of the current case that is 

started before the start of the current task, but it can also be considered the last task that has ended 

before the current task started. There are even more options, for example the time that the last task 

was overdue. For the sake of simplicity researchers often ignore this distinction, assuming each task 

execution has only one event.  

 

Often the data from event logs need some transformation to be able to act as input for the 

mining algorithms. This depends on the goal of the mining activity. The estimated output of the 

mining activity can, since it is also data, be categorized in the same three data perspectives. Table 3 

contains examples of input and output data in the different perspectives. Note that the perspectives 

of the input and output data are not exclusively linked. For instance, it is possible to recommend on 

the organizational perspective, based on information from the case perspective. Since this project 

concerns recommendations for the next to be executed task, the other two perspectives are out of 

scope for this project. 

 

Perspective Input data example Output data example (recommendation) 

Process Last executed task Next task 

Organizational Last actor Next actor 

Case Current values Next data value 

Table 3 Example data for mining input and output 

 

Sometimes it is desirable to let some input data be more important than other input data. This 

desire cannot exist without knowledge about the domain and therefore has to be introduced and 

configured in the system manually. Besides the requirement for human intervention, there is also a 

compatibility issue, since a lot of widely available processing methods do not support weighing out of 

the box. A different way to change the input dataset is simply to remove data types that one does 

not want to influence the recommendations. Again, this is a human decision. 
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3.2. Possible processing methods 

With the data prepared for mining, a processing method must be selected to extract information 

from the input data. The required functionality is that the system must be able to learn mappings 

from the input data to the output data. In this project the output data is defined to be the (identifier 

of) the task that is recommended to be executed next. It is also possible to output an ordered list of 

tasks, where the order indicates for example the support of each task. The output of the methods 

must therefore be discrete values. Some methods only support continuous output data and cannot 

be used for this reason. 

 

There are several processing methods publically available for the required functionality 

(Alpaydin, 2010), but there are also initiatives that have developed their own methods. They all have 

in common that they search for similarities within the data and make groups based on criteria that 

distinguish them from the other groups. The methods can be divided in two main categories: 

classification and clustering algorithms. Classification algorithms compare data properties to 

predefined groups, called classes, and assign each input element to one set. Clustering on the other 

hand has no predefined classes where input is mapped to. Clustering algorithms compare input 

elements and group the ones that are alike in clusters. Both classification and clustering can be used 

to recommend next tasks. The predefined classes used in classification would be all the tasks that can 

be recommended. Since recommendations are needed when a choice has to be made between 

options that are already defined, clustering algorithms are rarely used in this field. 

 

Both categories need an example dataset (called training data) to discover the mappings 

between input and output data. After training the recommender system is ready to produce 

classifications. When queried for a recommendation, a partial case is matched to the criteria of the 

different groups, and a confidence factor is established for each group. Depending on the algorithm 

chosen, the output data consists of one or more recommendations. If there is more than one 

recommendation, the order is often specified by the confidence factor, but this can vary. 

 

The difference between the algorithms can lie in the way how similarity is measured, what data 

types are accepted as input, what types of output data are supported and how a partial case is 

matched to the established groups. 

3.3. Possible reporting methods 

This section discusses how output of the processing methods can be used and presented to the 

end users. 

 

There are three ways to use a recommender system: one can train the system and feed the 

system partial cases one by one and receive a recommendation for each case in return. It is also 

possible to train the system and ask for the classification criteria in return. The former requires the 

recommender system to be connected to the WfMS, while the latter enables WfMSs to provide 

recommendations based on the mined classification criteria provided by the recommender system, 

which does not have to be connected to the system. And of course, a third form of reporting is a 

(management) report, a document containing information of the specific tasks and/or paths 

combined with KPI-values. 
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There are several ways to present the end user with a recommendation. (van Zoest, 2009) 

contains a discussion about the level of detail: One can just mention which task is recommended, or 

extend that with the classification criteria that created the recommendation. Another possible 

addition can be the amount of similar historic cases to indicate the support of this recommendation. 

Also important is where the recommendation is placed in the current WfMS. For instance: the WfMS 

can automatically start the recommended task upon finishing the previous one, it can be highlighted 

in the list of all enabled tasks or it can be offered through a popup screen. This is typically a decision 

that is to be made by the WfMS designer, so the recommender system should not obstruct any 

possibility. 

3.4. Concerning current recommendation systems 

The idea of integrating a recommender system in WfMS is not new: is has been topic of research 

in a few publications with keywords like recommender engine, recommender system, workflow path 

prediction, flexibility in workflow systems, (log based) workflow recommendation, historic data and 

event log. This section contains an analysis of some workflow recommender systems/approaches1 

from literature, concerning the three stages of the data mining process (see Figure 1 and the 

previous three sections) and the amount of user involvement required to determine how 

autonomous each system/approach is. Table 4 at the end of this section contains a summary of this 

analysis. 

ProM & Declare 

First there is the combination of ProM (Eindhoven University of Technology) (van der Aalst, 2009) 

and Declare (Eindhoven University of Technology). ProM and Declare are tools developed for 

scientific research on the subject of processes and information systems (Schonenberg, et al., 2008).  

 

ProM is a process mining tool, which can 

analyse log files and extract all kinds of 

information from them. Declare is a (declarative) 

WfMS that can be used to create and execute 

workflows. Upon execution of Declares 

workflows, logs are produced, that can be 

analysed by ProM. Closing the circle is the 

feature in Declare to request and select 

recommendations that are produced by ProM. 

(Figure 4) 

 

The used data can be retrieved from basic event log content: case identifier, task identifier, a 

timestamp, event type (start or end), extended with a data value required for calculating a target 

value. The data used as input for the recommender system are traces and target values, combined 

with weights and support values. The recommendations from ProM aim to achieve a certain goal, 

like minimal costs, minimal time or maximal profit; therefore each trace has a target value: the costs, 

                                                           
1
 Primary search engine used is Google Scholar. Also used: the Springerlink database, the library of 

Eindhoven University of Technology and the ACM library. 

Figure 4 Recommendation in ProM & Declare as subcycle 

of the BPM life cycle (Pešić, 2010) 
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cycle time or profit. Depending on the choice for trace abstraction, the Boolean value support 

indicates for each possible next task if a trace like that occurred before. The weight function weighs 

each trace based on similarity with the partial trace of the current case. Next, after filtering the tasks 

with low support, a series of calculations result in a list of possible next tasks, combined with the 

target value estimates for executing and skipping those tasks. The recommendation list is ordered by 

the difference between the estimates for executing and skipping each possible next node. 

 

The user involvement with this setup is quite large: when implementing the recommender 

system in an existing workflow, one has to choose a goal, implement the necessary target value(s) in 

the logs, map it to the input data and choose a trace abstraction. Also, the end user actively has to 

request a recommendation and act upon that: for now, this cannot be automated. 

FlowRecommender 

FlowRecommender (Zhang, et al., 2009) is a recommender system that aids workflow engineers 

with construction of workflows. Currently, it is being used to construct workflows for biological 

processes, but this is still under construction. Although we are looking for recommendations about 

which path to follow in existing workflows, one could see resemblance between these two systems.2 

 

FlowRecommender gathers a set of candidate nodes that can be chosen as next task and 

combines these with all partial workflow paths that are known to occur together in the process 

repository. The authors do not mention how the process repository is constructed, but it is evident 

that such a repository can be constructed using historic data from similar processes. Also a 

confidence factor (the number of occurrences of the partial path divided by the number of 

occurrences of the candidate node) and the distance of the partial path to the candidate node are 

stored. Next, the set is filtered, discarding the partial paths that have a distance greater that the 

threshold which is set manually. Then a list of remaining candidate nodes is ordered by the 

normalized sum of all the confidence factors of partial paths connected to each candidate node, 

resulting in an ordered recommendations list. 

 

User involvement in this system can be low: only the threshold should be set manually. 

Recommendations are inputted automatically, but can be overruled when deemed necessary. 

However, the authors do not mention anything about the construction of the process repository, 

where more user involvement may be required. 

Staff Assignment 

After two recommender systems that recommend in the process perspective, an approach for 

staff assignment (Liu, et al., 2008) focuses on the organizational perspective. This approach is 

constructed and tested in three separate automotive factories in China. 

                                                           
2
 For readability, the term ‘workflow’ is replaced with the term ‘process’ where it concerns the subject of 

FlowRecommender instead of the workflow of the engineer where he receives recommendations about for the 

remainder of the text about FlowRecommender. 
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The data that is used as input comes from a WfMS that is used in three aforementioned 

factories. The WfMS uses an event log that includes the workflow instance (case identifier), the 

activity (task) identifier and the actor. The approach does not include role assignment of 

new/transferred staff: the judgement of an actor’s capabilities is almost always done by domain 

experts. The recommendations for staff assignment in this approach are based on historic data. The 

technique used is fairly straightforward: after filtering incomplete log entries and flattening the loops 

in the logs, a classification algorithm is executed on the training set. The possible classes are 

dynamically established: a clustering algorithm clusters the actors based on their similarity in the 

logs. These clusters become the classes for the classification algorithm. Discussed are the C4.5 

decision tree algorithm, Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. These algorithms have been 

tested on test sets, and performed well. However, part of the conclusion is that the 

recommendations are based on past staff assignments, disregarding any assessment whether the 

assignment was of good quality. The classification criteria are inserted in the WfMS that applies them 

to all assignment tasks.  

The recommendations only have to be accepted or overruled. The amount of user involvement 

can theoretically be reduced to check if the assignments are carried out, but it is advised to use the 

semi-automated approach: assigning each actor manually, using the recommendations from the 

system. This manual action is also the only option to assign new employees, who do not appear in 

historic data and thus cannot be classified. 

Web Usage Mining 

Web usage mining is a large field of research that one could consider to be process mining 

(Cardoso, et al., 2006). After all, a website (or hypertext) can be considered a workflow with many 

paths: each page represents a node (state) and each link represents a task that connects two nodes. 

The field of Web Usage Mining clusters of visitors (actors) based on similarity of their user profiles 

and/or navigation history. The authors of (Cardoso, et al., 2006) discuss an approach of combining 

Figure 5 Screenshots of recommendation in Staff Assignment (Liu, et al., 2008) 
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several algorithms to improve path prediction (recommendation) results for workflows, in particular 

websites.  

 

Their experiment uses an extended event log as input data. Next to the regular event log 

content, they add some specific case data values and traces. Used as actual input is a list of all 

possible traces, each combined with its ‘process profile’. The technique used is similar to all the 

others, except that it uses more than one algorithm. Using all combinations of features (case data 

values) several different algorithms are trained and tested. For each trace, the criteria of the best 

performing combination of feature selection and algorithm is stored in the so-called ‘process profile’. 

The authors do not mention anything about how the recommendations are brought to the end users. 

 

Required user effort is quite large. Training of the recommender system has to be supervised, 

since the importance of each feature has to be established manually. 

Van Zoest 

(van Zoest, 2009) describes the development of a recommender system prototype for Pallas 

Athena’s WfMS called FLOWer (predecessor of BPMone). The prototype offers three types of 

recommendations, but the author recognizes that there are more types possible. The implemented 

types are the three that have the same data perspective on both the input and output.  

 

Van Zoests prototype uses input data from the so-called case base, which is actually an event log 

stored in a database. This case base exists from multiple tables, to store all the data more efficiently. 

Also all the current and past values of case data are kept track of in the case base. The prototype 

derives (partial) traces and works with KPIs (Target Functions), which have to be configured in 

advance. The approach used resembles the ProM/Declare approach a lot. After configuring a goal 

and implementing calculations for KPIs (named Target Values) recommendations can be generated. 

The recommendations are calculated at run-time by filtering the case base on similarity, based on 

the current trace, actor or case data values, calculating the KPI-values of the similar cases, weighing 

them and returning the best alternative. The recommendations are integrated in the WfMS and can 

be accessed using a separate window, which also shows the KPIs of all the alternatives. (Figure 6) All 

the data concerning the recommendation is stored, including the choice the user eventually makes, 

even if the users chooses to ignore the recommendation. The results are stored for future evaluation 

of the recommendations, but this is not implemented. 

 

The required user effort is very large in this system. Recommendations from and to the process 

perspective have the advantage that only the KPIs have to be configured, next to one setting for the 

trace abstraction. The recommendations in the other perspectives require more extensive 

configuration: every possible attribute needs to be assigned a weight in advance. The involvement of 

the end user in the recommendation process is perfectly integrated in the regular system: requesting 

a recommendation is easy and one can have insight into the recommendation process if needed.  
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 Self-adjusting Recommendation Model 

In (Dorn, et al., 2010) a model is introduced to provide both personal and crowd-based 

recommendations, and combine them based on one’s resemblance to the group’s/company’s 

common flow. 

 

The input data for this system is gathered by the system itself: the system is a WfMS, where the 

process is designed, executed, logged and recommended. The recommendation is done using a 

Sequence Graph (SG), which is in fact a Process Model, extended with historic process information: 

The relative width of the arcs in the SG indicates the relative number of occurrences of that 

transition. Next, this SG is transformed into individual SGs: one for each user, using only the historic 

data for that user. Upon request for a recommendation, all enabled tasks are presented, ordered by 

the individual (eagle) and crowd (flock) SGs. The factor that weighs these two SGs indicates how 

much the user deviates from the crowd’s common paths. After recommendation, the actual choice 

of the user is recorded and compared to his individual and the crowd’s SG. His eagle/flock factor is 

adjusted immediately based on this result. Also, the user’s choice influences both SGs.  

  

Figure 6 Recommendation interface from Van Zoests prototype (van Zoest, 2009) 
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Product-based Workflow Support 

Noteworthy is Product-based Workflow Support (PBWS) (Vanderfeesten, et al., 2010), an 

approach that primarily uses a Product Data Model (PDM) for recommendation. A PDM, similar to a 

Bill-of-Materials, is created to describe the product that is subject of the business process and the 

different stages it can go through to become a finished product. (Figure 7) The PDM is created 

manually, together with domain experts, and then converted to a Declare model by ProM. From this 

point, the ProM/Declare recommender setup can be used to receive recommendations for (and 

execution of) the business process concerning the product in the PDM. This is approach rather 

focuses on the product than the workflow. Although users would appreciate this, the 

recommendation part of this approach is already discussed, so the approach itself is out of scope for 

this project. 

  

Figure 7 An example Product Data Model (PDM) about mortgages 

(Vanderfeesten, et al., 2010) 
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 ProM/Declare Flow 

Recommender 

Staff 

Assignment 

Web Usage 

Mining 

Van Zoests 

prototype 

Dorn et al. 

Used data 

- Basic event log 

- Traces 

- Actors 

- Case data  

- KPIs 

- Models 

 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

✓ 

✓ 

 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✓ 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✓ 

✓ 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✓3,4,5 

✓3      ✗4,5 

✓4      ✗3,5 

✓5      ✗3,4 

✓3,4,5 

✗ 

 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

✗ 

✗ 

Goal perspective 

- Process 

- Organizational 

- Case 

 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✗ 

✓ 

✗ 

 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

 

✓3 

✓4 

✓5 

 

✓ 

✗ 

✗ 

Weighed input ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

Filtered input ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

Used methods Custom 

algorithm 

Custom 

algorithm 

Clustering 

and three 

standard 

classification 

algorithms. 

Combination 

of standard 

classification 

algorithms 

Custom 

algorithm 

Custom 

algorithm 

 

Output Ordered by 

KPI-estimates 

Ordered by 

confidence 

Single output Unknown Ordered by 

KPI-estimates 

Single output 

Reporting method Single queries Single queries Single 

queries 

Unknown Classification 

criteria 

Classification 

criteria 

Presentation of 

recommendations 

Integrated in 

WfMS 

Unknown Integrated in 

WfMS 

Unknown Integrated in 

WfMS 

Integrated in 

WfMS 

User involvement KPIs have to be 

defined, 

logged and 

calculated. 

Trace 

abstraction 

must be 

chosen. 

Setting the 

filter 

threshold.  

Quality 

assessment 

of 

assignments. 

Algorithm 

selection and 

weighing for 

each feature. 

KPIs have to 

be defined, 

logged and 

calculated. 

Attributes 

have to be 

weighed in 

advance. 

 

Process 

model has to 

be created 

and 

executed 

within this 

system. 

Actual run-

time effort is 

nil. 

Table 4 Analysis of six recommender systems/approaches 

  

                                                           
3
 Only applicable for recommendations for the process perspective 

4
 Only applicable for recommendations for the organizational perspective 

5
 Only applicable for recommendations for the case perspective 
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3.5. Conclusion 

Literature has been explored to see which options are available for input data, processing 

methods and reporting methods of recommender systems. Next, six existing systems or approaches 

have been analysed, five of which recommend in the process perspective, two in the organizational 

perspective and one in the case perspective. This analysis from section 3.4 has been summarized in 

Table 4. 

 

Generally, recommender systems use event logs as input, but 

often basic event logs are insufficient. They have to be extended 

and/or transformed to contain the data that can be used by the 

recommendation algorithms. A frequently used example is the use 

of traces. Normally a log entry is about one task in one process, 

but some systems rather recommend based on entire traces. 

None of the discussed recommender systems consider different 

events for each task execution. Other extensions are the actor, 

case data and KPI values. Interesting to note is that besides the 

basic event log data (or derived from that: traces) all systems only 

use the data from the perspective they recommend for, except for Web Usage Mining. ProM uses 

KPIs, which can be based on case data, but not necessarily have to. Van Zoest mentions the 

possibility to use data from other perspectives, but does not apply this to his prototype (van Zoest, 

2009). Since the recommender system of this project is built for a case-oriented WfMS, the used 

input data should at least be case data and basic event logs. Nonetheless, KPIs, actors and traces 

should also be considered since no other recommender systems use data from multiple perspectives. 

Also, almost all systems filter the input data on irrelevant data, which the implementation should be 

able to as well, as long as it does not require user interaction. Weighing is rarely done, mainly 

because it requires content knowledge. If available in a standardized format, models can also be used 

as input. 

 

All approaches agree on the fact that a recommendation 

system has to use some kind of similarity measure. This similarity 

can be measured using standard classification or clustering 

algorithms, like C4.5, Microsoft Decision Trees or Naive Bayes, 

but ProM, FlowRecommender, Dorn et al and Van Zoest use 

their own algorithms. The standard algorithms should be 

sufficient for the recommender system. The desired output would be a list with recommendations, 

ordered by confidence. 

 

 The output of the recommender 

systems varies: some WfMSs use the 

recommender systems to provide 

recommendations directly, while other 

WfMSs acquire the classification rules from 

the recommender system and apply those to 

current cases themselves. While the first option enables continuous updates of the classification 

rules, the latter enables the classification training to be executed (and tested) separated from 

A. Possible input data options 

Basic event log data 

Traces 

Actors 

Case data 

KPIs 

Process model 

Product data model 

Table 5 Possible input data 

B. Possible processing methods 

Classification algorithms 

Clustering algorithms 

Custom algorithm 

Table 6 Possible processing methods 

C. Possible reporting methods 

Physical (management) report 

Single recommendations directly from recommender 

Classification criteria integration 

Table 7 Possible reporting methods 
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production systems. A third option is the traditional way: a physical (management) report that can be 

used as input for business process redesign. The first two options are to be considered, the last one 

should be ignored, since it requires manual labour. 

 

In some systems one should actively request a recommendation and in others the recommended 

task is pre-selected, which only has to be accepted or discarded. Web Usage Mining does not speak 

of the implementation of their system. It speaks for itself that the output of the recommender 

system should be integrated as subtle as possible, but this depends on the implementation of the 

WfMS. The user effort required for setting up these systems can be quite extensive, but varies a lot 

for each system: with ProM and Van Zoest one has to formulate a goal and implement the associated 

KPI(s) to the logs. Web Usage Mining requires a lot of processing power, thus time, since the same 

data is processed several times by different algorithms. The results then have to be selected and 

weighed. FlowRecommender does not specify how much effort it takes to set up, and Staff 

Assignment does not need additional user effort to set up. The model from Dorn et al only requires 

the process model to be integrated in the system. Ideally, it would not take any user involvement to 

set up a recommender system and that is one of the goals of this project. The user effort during 

runtime (user involvement) is practically limited to accepting or overruling/discarding the 

recommendations, just as intended by the manufacturers. This level of user involvement like this is 

considered to be excellent, and should be pursued. 

 

Sub questions a, b and c will be answered in the next chapter and the options to choose from are 

listed respectively in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7. 
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4. In practice 

To put theory into practice, a recommender system has been implemented. This chapter 

contains all information relevant for this implementation, divided in four sections: the first three 

sections concern the three stages of the data mining process (see Figure 1) including the options 

chosen as answer for sub questions a, b and c, respectively in 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The last part, section 

4.4, concerns the topic of user involvement. 

 

Since the WfMS of Grexx, the grexxboxx (Romeyn, et al., 2009), provides its end users with 

flexibility and choice, this system has been selected to create a recommender system for. 

Background information about the grexxboxx can be found in section 2.4.  

4.1. Implemented input data options 

Table 5 lists a number of different types of input data, which are all available in the grexxboxx, 

except for the models. With the idea that data can always be disregarded later via filtering, it is 

chosen to use all available types of input data. 

 

First, it is important to discuss how data is stored within the grexxboxx. The grexxboxx does not 

have a separate log file or –database: an event log has to be created by gathering all current & 

historic data from the data repository. In the grexxboxx a task instance is considered atomic, so each 

log entry will correspond with a task instance. Such an instance can be performed (semi-) 

automatically like sending an email, or manually like a user filling in form. 

Searching for the data 

To gather data to use as input, one has to know where and how the data is stored. The grexxboxx 

has a layered case-oriented structure (Figure 8), the base of which lies on entities called 

‘taskInstances’. Each activity has a corresponding entry in this table. One of the attributes in this 

Figure 8 Data model of all grexxboxx data relevant for recommendation. 
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table is called ‘motherTask’, indicating the entry from the layer above where it belongs to, regularly 

the case identifier. The case entry itself resides on the top layer and therefore has a null-value for 

motherTask. Another attribute is called ‘serviceType’, indicating the type of (sub) process. On case-

level it indicates which business process the case is an instance of. All typical event log attributes are 

also represented in the task table: originator (actor), task identifier (actionRep), start timestamp 

(dateCreated) and end timestamp (dateFinished). Other types of event timestamps are also stored in 

this table, like the timestamp that a task is considered overdue (dateDue). 

 

Next to aforementioned attributes, there are a lot of others, irrelevant to recommendation. 

Exceptions are deletedFlag, that indicates if a task or case has been deleted, and TriggeredByTrigger, 

that indicates if the task has been triggered automatically and if so, by which trigger. All cases and 

tasks that have been deleted must of course be disregarded when classifying, and by classifying on 

the existing triggers, one can see if the current triggers are accurate and used. 

 

Each task has three places where case data is stored. At the beginning of a task, all necessary 

input data is copied to ‘attributeInput’ (input in Figure 9), connected by the task identifier. During 

execution of the task, data is stored and adapted in ‘attributeStorage’ (storage in Figure 9). Upon 

finishing the task, the data is stored in ‘attributeOutput’ (output in Figure 9) and propagated to 

‘attributeStorage’ connected to the task identifier from the motherTask. This setup enables a layered 

structure, if necessary with more than two layers. 

 

When searching for the most recent data of a case, querying ‘attributeStorage’ on the 

motherTask identifier is sufficient. However, since a recommender system uses current and historic 

values of the data, the ‘attributeInput’ and ‘attributeOutput’ entries for each separate task are much 

more important. Every piece of case data is stored separately in each of the three case data-tables, 

and has been created based on its own template. These dimensions are stored in the entity 

attributeTemplate and contain at least a name and description. 

Gathering all data 

Using all the information above, an event log suitable as input for recommendation algorithms 

can be composed. For efficiency reasons, a separate event log table is created for each single 

process. This way processing power and memory usage can be saved, since different processes may 

 

 input 
storage output 

input 
storage 

output 
input 

storage 
output 

output 
storage 

input 

Task A 

Task C 

Task D Task B 

Figure 9 Data flow diagram for case data in the grexxboxx 
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use different case data. Also the possibility arises to rerun the learning phase of the recommendation 

system for single processes. Creating the event logs is done in the following steps: 

1. The parameters for the script are set, answering the following questions: 

a. Which database is this script for? 

b. Is this an existing or a new event log? 

c. How many times must a process have been executed to be eligible for recommendation? 

d. How many times must a case data variable been used to be taken into account? 

e. What interpretation(s) of previous task is/are used? 

f. What is the horizon of the trace abstraction? 

2. If the event log has to be new, drop the old table and create an empty table with columns for the 

typical event log items: identifiers for the entry, the task and the case followed by the timestamp 

and the originator.  

3. Fill the table with the basic information that can all be found in the task table, but disregard the 

tasks that have an enabled deletedFlag and the tasks that do not represent activities (like the 

motherTasks). 

4. Next step is adding the entry identifier for the previously executed task for that case. This can be 

found by grouping the log by case and ordering it by timestamp. Of course, the first activity of a 

case does not have a previously executed task. 

5. With the identifier of the previous tasks, it is easy to add the task identifier and originator of the 

previous task. 

6. Case data is added recursively, one variable at a time. After a check if the number of occurrences 

exceeds the threshold set in step 1, a column is added to the event log table and filled with 

values from attributeOutput connected to the previous task. 

7. This step is similar to step 6, but works with data from attributeInput connected to the current 

task. This order is intentionally for it allows overwriting attributeOutput values, what happens 

when one manually overrides data. 

8. After the previous two steps, the case data columns will be relatively empty, because each task 

only is only connected to its own input and its predecessor’s output. However, when a task 

finishes, it propagates all his case data to the motherTask, making it available for all its successive 

tasks. A query is executed that effectively does the same: it propagates all information from 

previous tasks in each case to the following cases (unless that case data variable is changed). 

9. Adding traces is done recursively: concatenating the current task identifier to the previous task’s 

partial trace creates a partial trace with horizon 1. Note that the partial trace of the previous task 

must be defined first. To ensure this, the event log is ordered chronological, the same order as in 

step 24. This step is repeated as many times as defined in question 1.f, the horizon. 

10. With adding traces all three data perspectives are represented in the event log. The only other 

data that can be added are KPIs. However, most KPIs are process specific and therefore cannot 

be added completely automatically. There is one exception: KPIs that are completely time-based. 

Since each task has a timestamp there is no need for human involvement to create these KPIs. 

Two time-based KPIs are implemented: 

a. Time since start of the case 

b. Time since the last case. 

 

The result of this procedure is an event log ready to serve as input of a recommendation algorithm. 

Unfortunately it is a heavy procedure, so simply rerunning it when an update is required is not wise. 
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A better option is to extend the current event log with all the new cases on a periodic basis. Also 

important is defining a time span to use as input. This can improve efficiency, but also enables recent 

changes in processes or procedures to reflect sooner in the recommendations. 

4.2. Implemented processing method 

Recommendation in a case-oriented WfMS is all about similarity between cases, in other words: 

a classification problem. Since the classes are already known and there are several classification 

algorithms available, this is the processing method chosen from Table 6.  

 

Two software packages were explored for this project, together having implementations for the 

majority of the well-known classification algorithms. First there is the Weka (Waikato Environment 

for Knowledge Analysis), an open source machine learning software suite developed at University of 

Waikato, New Zealand (Hall, et al., 2009). Secondly Microsoft’s SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) 

was used. Classification algorithms and their implementations each have their own strengths and 

shortcomings. One obvious difference is the output type: some algorithms produce continuous 

variables as output, while others produce discrete variables. Since this project predicts next steps, 

which requires a discrete output variable, only the latter are considered. 

 

SSAS offers the following applicable algorithms, which are all used (Microsoft, 2011): 

Microsoft Decision Trees (MDT) 

DT is an algorithm that produces discrete output in tree-form. It accepts both discrete and 

continuous input data, but transforms the latter to discrete data using linear regression. When the 

number of classification features is large, automatic feature selection can be applied to optimize the 

classification process. 

Microsoft Neural Network (MNN) 

NN is a setup that finds its origins in the Artificial Intelligence, where people try to mimic the 

human brain. It can accept nested input variables, but on the other hand, a downside is that it cannot 

handle continuous input variables. This can be solved by discretizing all continuous variables. A big 

downside to NN is that it is designed for data mining on data sets with little cases and many 

variables, making it computationally unattractive to use. Its output is a directed network, with 

weight- and activation functions, as the name implies. 

Microsoft Association Rules (MAR) 

AR is very straightforward. It creates so-called association rules, based on the number of 

occurrences that A co-exists with B, if this number is high enough. These rules are ordered by 

support. The rules are not connected to each other and unfortunately, this algorithm also does not 

accept continuous input directly. 

Microsoft Naive Bayes (MNB) 

Microsoft Naive Bayes is a popular algorithm, because of its lightness, but opposed to that, it is 

less accurate than other algorithms. It is based on Bayes theorem, but it is considered naive, because 

it does not take into account any dependencies between attributes. Also, like NN, NB cannot handle 

continuous input directly. Microsoft’s implementation of NB outputs in table-form. 
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A = True? Task 1 

A = False & 
B = True? 

Task 2 

A = False & 
B = False? 

Task 3 

The following algorithm implementations from Weka are used (Hall, et al., 2009): 

J48 

C4.5 is an improved version of the classification algorithm ID3, both developed by Ross Quinlan 

(Quinlan, 1993). It can handle both discrete and continuous input and produces a decision tree. It is 

also quite efficient, since it automatically prunes the tree, removing all unnecessary branches. 

Naive Bayes Tree (NB-tree) 

Weka also offers an implementation of the Naive Bayes algorithm, with one difference: its output 

is in tree-form. 

LADTree 

The alternating decision tree using the LogitBoost strategy, in short LADTree, is developed by the 

creators of Weka Class for generating a multi-class alternating decision tree using the LogitBoost 

strategy (Holmes, et al., 2002). LADTree accepts both discrete and continuous input and outputs a 

decision tree. 

 
After choosing an algorithm and its associated software package, the algorithm is set up by 

assigning the input data and location for the output data. The input data can be used unfiltered to 

contain all data, creating a large decision tree (or set of association rules) for the complete business 

process, but it is also possible to create separate output for each task of the process by filtering the 

input data on the previous task. It may even be useful to create separate output for each task event. 

For recommendation in the grexxboxx, the latter option is chosen: for each task in the process, a 

separate decision tree is created. This enables the process owner to update each model 

independently. Next step is running the algorithm, creating the result in the desired form, like a 

decision tree. 

4.3. Implemented reporting method 

The output of a recommender system can also be categorized using the three data perspectives. 

This project aims for the process perspective, since predicting the next task is part of this 

perspective. Of the three possible output formats (see Table 7) the integration of classification 

criteria fits the best with the grexxboxx, because the grexxboxx works with so-called triggers that are 

compatible with decision rules. 

 

These triggers enable and disable the execution of tasks, based on case-data values or timed 

events. A trigger is defined by the task it can trigger and a condition. Such a condition is a Boolean 

function defined on case data and/or time. For example, a task can be triggered when the case data 

variable “credit check” is set to “approved”, or when it is 10 o’clock in the morning on a Monday. 

Case data can also include a timestamp, enabling triggers that 

activate based on that timestamp, like execution of the task “send 

a reminder” exactly 7 days after the execution of the previous 

task. Currently, these triggers are defined manually, but the 

output of most recommendation algorithms (decision trees) can 

easily be used as triggers. This way, the grexxboxx can produce 

recommendations on itself, using classification rules from either 

Weka or SQL Server Analysis Services. Figure 10 Triggers in a list 
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A = True? 

Task 1 

B = True? 

Task 2 

Task 3 

 

Usually a process in the grexxboxx has at 

least 20-50 different tasks, but this number can 

easily be a tenfold of that. Of course it is still 

possible to create one or more separate triggers 

for each task, but there is an easier, more 

intuitive and efficient way to store triggers: a 

decision tree. This way, instead of testing the 

conditions of each trigger, one can reduce the number of condition-checks by combining them into a 

tree; see the examples in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The newest version of the grexxboxx supports 

trees of triggers. Since most recommendation algorithms output trees, it is trivial to transform the 

algorithm’s output to grexxboxx triggers. 

 

The recommendations can 

be presented in several ways, as 

discussed in 3.3. The grexxboxx 

in its default configuration 

offers end users three different 

screens to start tasks from. First 

there is the case screen, listing 

all the properties, history and 

enabled tasks of a case. In this 

screen, a recommended task 

can be highlighted or placed at a 

prominent place. (Figure 12) 

 

 

 

 

 

Second, there is the task screen: from 

a running task, it is possible to start 

another task, often on finishing of the 

first task. A possible integration of the 

recommendation could be a popup-

window upon finishing this task, asking 

the user if the system should proceed 

with the recommended next task. (Figure 

13) 

 

  

Figure 11 Triggers in a decision tree 

Figure 13 A task screen example: entering data 

 

Figure 12 An example case screen 
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The third screen is the 

home screen, having an 

overview of all open cases and 

all enabled obligatory tasks. 

This screen can be extended 

with the recommended next 

task for each case. (Figure 14) 

 

Detailed information about 

the recommendation, like the 

number of similar cases that 

support the recommendation 

and the features the 

recommendation is based on, 

can be added in a tooltip that activates upon hovering the cursor over the recommendation, if 

desired. The recommendation has no place in the default grexxboxx configuration yet. 

4.4. User involvement 

The objective of this project was to create a recommender system that requires as little user 

effort as possible, both during setup and execution, while having the flexibility to enable users to 

ignore recommendations. The required user effort to setup this recommender system is currently no 

more than configuring the parameters mentioned in step 1 in section 4.1 and scheduling a stored 

procedure. Without any other user involvement, the system should produce sufficient results. The 

user effort during runtime in the grexxboxx is determined by the way recommendations are 

presented to the end user. Considering the three aforementioned options to do so, the required 

effort from the end users will not be any different than the current situation without 

recommendations. User involvement in the recommendation process, for example adjusting 

recommendation rules or disregarding certain input data, is considered to be future work.  

Figure 14 An example of a 

home screen with an overview 

of open cases 
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5. Testing 

Of course the implementation described in chapter 4 was tested during construction, but how 

well does the implementation work and what settings and input data should be used to achieve the 

best results? To answer these questions this chapter describes a series of tests, which are in turn 

used in chapter 6 to answer the research question and its sub questions (see chapter 1.3). 

 

There are four types of input data besides the basic event log data (process, organizational and 

case data, and time-based KPIs) implemented that can be used fully automatically. Since some of 

those can be used in different representations, each of these four types was first tested individually 

to establish the representations that produce the best results. Subsequently different combinations 

of the four types were tested and compared to existing grexxboxx triggers. This is all covered in 

section 5.1. In section 5.2 the accuracy tests of different algorithms are described. 

 

All tests were performed on historical data from several business processes from actual 

grexxboxx configurations and therefore all relevant confidential data in this report has been made 

anonymous. Obligatory, optional and timed tasks are all represented in these processes. Some 

statistics of these processes are mentioned in Table 8. The two mentioned processes both come from 

a business in finance. 

 

Property Process 1 Process 2 

Number of cases 11638 11031 

Number of task executions 85805 122026 

Number of tasks 45 21 

Number of actors 94 167 

 

Since this project is about recommending which task to execute next, the value to be predicted is 

the identifier of the next task. In section 4.2 a decision has been made to create separate decision 

trees for each task in the process. In line with this decision three tasks (α, β and γ) have been 

selected for testing. The corresponding datasets contain all the instances of these tasks, together 

with all the input data gathered as described in section 4.1. Table 9 contains statistics about these 

datasets, like the process it is from (see Table 8), the number of different cases that contain the task 

and the number of times the task is executed. Also mentioned is the number of options that can be 

chosen from, including the distribution6 of these options in the dataset. The number of different 

actors is also given, from which can be concluded that tasks α and β are tasks that are executed 

manually as opposed to task γ, which is an automated task. The last three rows in this table contain 

information about the number of preceding tasks. 

 

Each dataset is randomly divided in two parts: 66% of each dataset (called training data) is used 

as input for the recommendation system and the remaining 34% is used to test the results. All test 

                                                           
6
 The distribution of the different options indicates how often each option is actually chosen as next task. 

Table 8 Properties of the business processes used for 

recommendation tests 
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results in this document are based on the test data. For every test, the test form in appendix A was 

used to ensure proper procedure. 

 

 

5.1. Testing input data options 

The four types of input data were first tested separately. Also, if applicable, the test results of the 

different representations of these types were compared. Afterwards, the influence of the best 

representation of each type of input data was tested. 

Process perspective 

 In the process perspective, similarity is based on which preceding tasks there are, in which order 

they are executed and how many times, disregarding the contents of those tasks. The combination of 

whether to consider order and quantity of preceding task instances is called abstraction, which is 

discussed in section 3.1. The question ‘how much historic data needs to be used?’ also applies here. 

This is called the horizon, and defines how many preceding tasks are considered. 

 

The test parameters that are the same for all tests can be found in Table 10. The tests performed 

for this perspective are described in Table 11: each row indicates a test that has been performed on 

all three datasets. The values of the variable parameters abstraction and horizon are shown in the 

inner columns, followed by the last column, which contains the test results, averaged over the three 

datasets. Individual test results can be found in appendix B. 

 

 

Property Dataset α Dataset β Dataset γ 

Business process Process 1 Process 1 Process 2 

Number of cases 6280 6306 11030 

Number of task instances 6311 6881 11835 

Number of recommendation options 6 12 3 

Distribution of recommendation options 65,64% 

10,63% 

0,56% 

19,35% 

3,50% 

0,33% 

61,22% 0,04% 

0,09% 0,04% 

1,37% 19,15% 

12,83% 0,43% 

1,41% 0,04% 

0,00% 3,38% 

93,26% 

6,16% 

0,57% 

Number of actors involved 18 17 1 (system task) 

Average number of preceding tasks 2,2 4,8 3,6 

Minimal number of preceding tasks 1 3 1 

Maximal number of preceding tasks 3 17 30 

Table 9 Properties of the datasets used for recommendation tests 

Organizational data ✗ 

Case data ✗ 

Time-based KPIs ✗ 

Algorithm Microsoft Decision Trees 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Table 10 Fixed parameters for process perspective tests 
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Test Horizon Quantity Order Abstraction Average accuracy 

1-A 1 n/a n/a n/a 77,3% 

1-B n/a ✗ ✗ Multi-set 77,3% 

1-C n/a ✓ ✗ Set 77,3% 

1-D 5 ✓ ✓ Prefix 83,6% 

1-E 5 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 83,6% 

1-F 15 ✓ ✓ Prefix 83,5% 

1-G 15 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 83,5% 

1-H 30 ✓ ✓ Prefix 83,5% 

1-I 30 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 83,5% 

Table 11 Tests and variable parameters for the process perspective 

 

 

In Figure 15 the results from the process perspective tests are shown: each dataset has two 

curves, one taking into account multiple executions of the same tasks (the Prefix abstraction; tests 1-

A, D, F and H) and the other filtering all but the last instance of the same task (the Prefix without 

duplicates abstraction; tests 1-A, E, G and I). The Set and Multi-set abstractions are not affected by 

horizon, and are represented by the horizontal dashed lines (tests 1-B and C). 

 

An interesting observation about the horizon is that looking further back than the previous step 

is recommended, but the increase of accuracy comes to a rapid halt if the horizon exceeds the trace 

length. This is of course related to the number of preceding tasks of the task it recommends for. 

More information about the number of preceding tasks for these datasets can be found in Table 9. 

Filtering for multiple executions of the same tasks does not affect accuracy and disregarding the 

order of execution results in lower accuracy. 
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Figure 15 Results of the process perspective tests. The dashed lines represent the 

averaged results from the horizon independent tests 1-B and 1-C. 
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Organizational perspective 

The originators are the subject of the organizational perspective. Bearing in mind that the 

objective of this recommender lies in the process perspective, originators are only considered to be 

the executors of tasks and are not used as output in the organizational perspective.  If the originator 

would be of influence on the process flow, it could indicate that the process relies heavily on this one 

person, at least in one specific setting. This could be considered bad practice, but often there are 

tasks that only (rare) specialists can perform. 

 

Since there is no other data about originators, than the tasks they have executed, the tests have 

the same form as the tests of the process 

perspective: see the previous paragraph 

for more information. The fixed 

parameters can be found in Table 12 and 

tests and variable parameters are 

described in Table 13. Again, individual 

test results can be found in appendix B. 

 

Test Horizon Quantity Order Abstraction Average accuracy 

2-A 1 n/a n/a n/a 87,5% 

2-B n/a ✗ ✗ Multi-set 77,7% 

2-C n/a ✓ ✗ Set 77,7% 

2-D 5 ✓ ✓ Prefix 84,1% 

2-E 5 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 84,3% 

2-F 15 ✓ ✓ Prefix 85,5% 

2-G 15 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 85,7% 

2-H 30 ✓ ✓ Prefix 86,4% 

2-I 30 ✗ ✓ Prefix without duplicates 86,5% 

Table 13 Tests and variable parameters for the organizational perspective 

 

 

Process data ✗ 

Case data ✗ 

Time-based KPIs ✗ 

Algorithm Microsoft Decision Trees 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Table 12 Fixed parameters for organizational perspective tests 
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Figure 16 Test results for the organizational perspective. The dashed lines indicate 

the averaged results of the horizon independent tests 2-B and 2-C. 
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Figure 16 displays the results of the organizational perspective tests: each dataset has two 

curves, one taking into account multiple task executions by the same actor (the Prefix abstraction; 

tests 2-A, D, F and H) and the other filtering all but the last instance of the same task (the Prefix 

without duplicates abstraction; tests 2-A, E, G and I). The Set and Multi-set abstractions are not 

affected by horizon, and are represented by the horizontal dashed lines (tests 2-B and C). 

 

For the tasks in these processes the previous actor apparently is a good indication of what task is 

to be executed next. However, one must take into account that these examples can have a very 

strong connection between task and actor. This probably explains the declining accuracy between 

horizon 1 and 5 for dataset α versus the inclining accuracy for dataset γ. Moreover, one can also 

observe that disregarding multiple task executions by the same actor does not significantly improve 

accuracy, while disregarding the order of task executions significantly decreases accuracy. 

Case perspective 

Case data in general often influence the process flow, but there are also case data values that are  

completely irrelevant for the process flow. For example, if one has applied for a car insurance, one’s 

phone number can be completely irrelevant, while the car type and the driver’s age is very 

important. The importance of each case 

data value is automatically established by 

the classification algorithm, therefore it is 

important to offer the algorithm a set of 

case data that is as complete as possible, 

so there is no horizon. Also, case data 

values seldom have a path, so order and 

quantity are also not applicable, leaving 

just one representation of case data. This 

representation has been tested and the 

parameters and results of this test can be found in Table 14. Test results for each dataset individually 

can be found in appendix B. 

Time-based KPIs 

The two implemented time-based KPIs have only one representation each: they can either be 

used or disregarded. They have been tested and the results and parameters can be found in Table 

15. Test results for each dataset individually can be found in appendix B. 

 

Process data ✗ 

Organizational data ✗ 

Case data ✗ 

Time-based KPIs ✓ 

Algorithm Microsoft Decision Trees 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Average accuracy 87,8% 

 

 

Table 14 Test parameters and result for the case perspective 

Process data ✗ 

Organizational data ✗ 

Case data ✓ 

Time-based KPIs ✗ 

Algorithm Microsoft Decision Trees 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Average accuracy 76,8% 

Table 15 Test parameters and results for the time-based KPIs test 
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Combinations 

 After the different types of input data have been tested individually, their best performing 

representations have been combined and tested on the influence on the results of each type. Also 

included in the test are the test results of the existing, manually created triggers to check whether 

the recommender system can perform better than existing settings. 

 

Each row in Table 17 represents a test 

that has been performed on all three 

datasets. The inner columns indicate 

whether a type of input data is used. If it is 

used, it uses the settings as given in Table 

16. The last column indicates the averaged 

test results. The separate test results can 

be found in appendix B. The first row 

contains the results of the test using existing, manually made grexxboxx triggers, with no input data 

from the recommender system. The second row uses all input data types and the remaining four 

each leave out one type of input data. 

 

Test Process data Organizational data Case data Time KPIs Average accuracy 

5-A7 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 97,5% 

5-B ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 92,2% 

5-C ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 92,2% 

5-D ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 90,9% 

5-E ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ 88,9% 

5-F ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 91,5% 

Table 17 Combination tests 

                                                           
7
 This test shows the accuracy of the current trigger models 

Trace abstraction Prefix 

Trace horizon 30 

Organizational horizon 1 

Case data ✓ 

Algorithm Microsoft Decision Trees 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Table 16 Selected parameters for combination tests 
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In Figure 17 the individual and averaged test results are displayed, grouped by test settings. It 

can be observed that there are some processes that would be improved with this recommender 

system, when comparing tests 5-A and 5-B of dataset γ, since the recommendations have a higher 

accuracy than the currently implemented triggers. Also, when omitting one of the four input data 

types, the recommendations become less accurate, most significantly: without taking case data into 

account, all recommendations become less accurate. 

 

The first part of the answer to sub question d is that one should use all four types of input data 

with the representations as stated in Table 16. It should be noted that performance is very 

dependent on the dataset itself. 

5.2. Testing processing method 

As discussed in section 4.2, there are several processing options available to choose from. Each 

row in Table 19 represents a test, performed once on each dataset. The parameters mentioned in 

Table 18 are equal for all tests. The variable parameters are the chosen algorithm and its 

implementation. The results for each test are averaged and can be found in the last column of Table 

19. Individual test results can be found in appendix B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test Algorithm Implementation Average accuracy 

5-B9 Decision Trees SQL Server Analysis Services 92,2% 

6-A Neural Network SQL Server Analysis Services 83,4% 

6-B Association Rules SQL Server Analysis Services 76,2% 

6-C Naive Bayes SQL Server Analysis Services 76,8% 

6-D J48 (C4.5) Weka 94,3% 

6-E Naive Bayes tree Weka 94,1% 

6-F LAD-tree Weka 95,4% 

Table 19 Tests and variable parameters for the algorithm comparison 

 

                                                           
8
 Only applicable to algorithms that support numerical input variables: all tests except for 6-B and 6-C. 

9
 This test is equal to the second combination test in the previous paragraph, so those results were reused. 

Trace abstraction Prefix 

Trace horizon 30 

Organizational horizon 1 

Case data ✓ 

Time-based KPIs8 ✓ 

Feature to be predicted Next task 

Table 18 Fixed parameters for algorithm comparison tests 
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A conclusion that can be drawn from this comparison (Figure 18) is that overall the algorithms 

chosen from the Weka engine perform better. However, it should be noted that the tests on the 

Weka engine took considerable more time than on SQL Server Analysis Services, which indicates that 

choosing an algorithm involves more than comparing accuracy of results. The algorithms that do not 

support numerical input variables (MAR and MNB) are at a disadvantage, indicated by a significantly 

lower accuracy. The performance of MNN is also worse than average, probably it has been 

developed with a very different mind-set. 

 

The second part of the answer to sub question d would that MDT should be as used algorithm if 

one uses SSAS. If one chooses to use Weka, both LADTree and J48 are reasonably quick and very well 

performing algorithms.  
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Figure 18 Test results for the algorithm comparison 
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6. Conclusion & future work 

6.1. Conclusion 

Recommending somebody which path to follow is done best when one has a lot of experience on 

choosing between the options given. When a WfMS keeps track of all paths taken, one has a large 

amount of experience available to use for recommendation. However, if the system only uses all 

paths taken as input for recommendation, one completely disregards a lot of other data available, 

like information about the traveler and the journey. Like in real life, this project demonstrates that 

using more information, like the arguments used to decide on which path to follow, improves the 

accuracy of the recommendations. 

 

First the input data has been explored. The raw data from event logs can be divided in three 

different perspectives: the process, organizational and case perspective. KPIs are another source of 

information: combinations of input data from one or more perspectives and/or time. These four 

sources of information can be represented in different ways if a value changes often over time or if a 

value has multiple occurrences, as is the case with the process and organizational perspectives in this 

project. Tests indicate that the complete history of input data in the process perspective contains 

valuable information. The organizational perspective can also have valuable historic information, but 

one has to be careful that this may happen due to a strong connection between actor and task. The 

order of historic information proofs to be much more important than the number of times the same 

values occur in history. When a recommender system has to function as autonomic as possible, one 

cannot rely on KPIs that require content knowledge, since that is a human’s job. Al KPIs that remain 

are based on the time of execution of cases. This project demonstrates that these KPIs are of use in 

all processes that have time-based activities, as the majority of the business processes do. 

 

The data perspectives can be used to describe both input and output data, and it is important 

not to restrict oneself to use only data from the input perspective that is equal to the output 

perspective one recommends to. To compare it with the example: one should not only take into 

account the paths travelled when recommending the next stage of the journey. Although the goal of 

this project is only to produce output in the process perspective, tests indicate that the other 

perspectives also contain a lot of useful information.  

 

Classification algorithms like MDT, J48 and LADTree are a good method to convert input data to 

recommendations. This project confirms the intuition that it is better to use algorithms that support 

both discrete and continuous input data if both data types are present in the input. Furthermore it is 

important to choose an algorithm implementation that fits best with the used WfMS. Accuracy is 

important, but compatibility is equally important. 

 

Of course, one has to consider that these recommendations are based on past executions, not 

taking into account the results of this history. The value of certain paths is measured by the number 

of times these paths have been used. A single deviation of the common paths can be an error or a 

special case, however, it is very well possible that due to habits, company policies or other 

governance the common paths are not the best options, but this is impossible to distinguish. Also, if 

policies, governance or process specifications change, one should disregard the historic data from 

before that change, since it does not apply to the present anymore. 
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One should also realize that the results of the accuracy tests of the recommender system built 

for the grexxboxx are inherently connected to the process design. If some tasks are designed to be 

executed in sequence, without any possibility to deviate, the recommender has only one option to 

recommend, so the accuracy test result would be 100%. On the other hand, if some tasks have 

always been executed in arbitrary order, the accuracy test result would also be arbitrary. Simply said: 

a recommendation can only be as good as the input data provided. 

6.2. Future work 

Since this project only provides recommendations for the process perspective, future work could 

easily include recommendations for the organizational and case perspectives, like recommending 

user assignments or case data values. 

 

Other work that can be done to continue this project is automated analysis of input data. 

Especially the case perspective can contain a lot of different types of data, like numbers and 

geographical data. All this data can seem unimportant when treated as simple discrete data, but 

prove to contain valuable information when treated otherwise. In addition, the recommender 

system can be extended to enable (key) users to weigh or filter different (types of) input data. 

 

Possible time- and moneysaving future work would be to use the recommendation feature as a 

way to completely (re)design a business process workflow in a case-oriented WfMS. Nowadays 

designers create workflows by interviewing managers and users, elicitating the workflow activities 

and paths between these activities. If one grants a group of (key) users access to a WfMS where only 

the activities have been configured and the flow between these activities is still unrestricted, and one 

would let them work with the system as they prefer, an event log would be created that the 

recommender system can use to define the flow. This way the expertise of the (key) users would be 

used without the designer have to intervene. 
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Appendix A: Test form 

 

Test ID   

   

Parameters   

Algorithm  ☐ Naive Bayes tree 

☐ J48 

☐ LADtree 

☐ M. Decision Trees 

☐ M. Neural Networks 

☐ M. Association Rules 

☐ M. Naive Bayes 

Process perspective Used ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

 Horizon ☐ _______ ☐ No horizon 

 Quantity ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

 Order ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

Organizational perspective Used ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

 Horizon ☐ _______ ☐ No horizon 

 Quantity ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

 Order ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

Case perspective Used ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

Time-based KPIs Time since first ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

 Time since previous ☐ ✓ ☐ ✗ 

   

Results   

Dataset α Xxx cases _________ cases __________ % 

Dataset β Xxx cases _________ cases __________ % 

Dataset γ Xxx cases _________ cases __________ % 

 Average accuracy   __________ % 
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Appendix B: Individual test results 

 

α 2145 β 2339 γ 4023

Test # correct % correct # correct % correct # correct % correct Averaged 

accuracy

1-A 1403 65,4% 1706 72,9% 3758 93,4% 77,3%

1-B 1403 65,4% 1706 72,9% 3758 93,4% 77,3%

1-C 1403 65,4% 1706 72,9% 3758 93,4% 77,3%

1-D 1412 65,8% 2002 85,6% 3996 99,3% 83,6%

1-E 1412 65,8% 2002 85,6% 3996 99,3% 83,6%

1-F 1410 65,7% 2003 85,6% 3989 99,2% 83,5%

1-G 1410 65,7% 2003 85,6% 3989 99,2% 83,5%

1-H 1425 66,4% 1981 84,7% 3993 99,3% 83,5%

1-I 1425 66,4% 1981 84,7% 3993 99,3% 83,5%

2-A 2078 96,9% 1692 72,3% 3750 93,2% 87,5%

2-B 1448 67,5% 1694 72,4% 3750 93,2% 77,7%

2-C 1448 67,5% 1694 72,4% 3750 93,2% 77,7%

2-D 1841 85,8% 1692 72,3% 3792 94,3% 84,1%

2-E 1854 86,4% 1692 72,3% 3792 94,3% 84,3%

2-F 1852 86,3% 1662 71,1% 3987 99,1% 85,5%

2-G 1863 86,9% 1662 71,1% 3986 99,1% 85,7%

2-H 1864 86,9% 1705 72,9% 3998 99,4% 86,4%

2-I 1870 87,2% 1705 72,9% 3998 99,4% 86,5%

3 1408 65,6% 1673 71,5% 3752 93,3% 76,8%

4 2042 95,2% 1754 75,0% 3752 93,3% 87,8%

5-A 2145 100,0% 2331 99,7% 3736 92,9% 97,5%

5-B 2127 99,2% 1824 78,0% 3997 99,4% 92,2%

5-C 2127 99,2% 1824 78,0% 3997 99,4% 92,2%

5-D 2048 95,5% 1824 78,0% 3997 99,4% 90,9%

5-E 2110 98,4% 1754 75,0% 3752 93,3% 88,9%

5-F 2094 97,6% 1810 77,4% 3997 99,4% 91,5%

6-A 1832 85,4% 1547 66,1% 3974 98,8% 83,4%

6-B 1476 68,8% 1456 62,2% 3927 97,6% 76,2%

6-C 1486 69,3% 1493 63,8% 3919 97,4% 76,8%

6-D 2049 95,5% 2062 88,2% 3991 99,2% 94,3%

6-E 2013 93,8% 2089 89,3% 3989 99,2% 94,1%

6-F 2119 98,8% 2069 88,5% 3982 99,0% 95,4%  
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